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Martha Wainwright in residency @ Rockwood, playing a
Dolly Parton show @ Living Room & other dates
Martha Wainwright at Le Poisson Rouge (more by Chris La Putt)
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Owsley "Bear" Stanley, RIP (6)
Grateful Dead wrote: May he rest
in peace. His place in history is
firmly held. ... [more]

Ty Segall played Mercury Lounge
& Death By Audio w/ Heavy
Cream, Liquor Store & Home Blitz
(pics & video) (10)

[Monday] night was the first of Martha Wainwright's four Monday night
shows at The Rockwood Music Hall. Although Martha said she was
thinking of the scene in Crazy Heart where only four people show up, the
smaller room at The Rockwood was at capacity. Martha played solo guitar
but was joined by Thomas Bartlett on piano for a few songs. The
program was a combination of songs written the past week, some older
material and one cover, a Kate McGarrigle (Martha's mother) song. -[Now
I've Heard Everything]

Anonymous wrote: Yeah the bands
were all pretty great. Ty's band
Beach House & Papercuts @
was really tight. W... [more]
Webster Hall (night 2 pics, setlist)
an interview with Henry Rollins
(50)
Anonymous wrote: 9:00 lives in
greenpoint.... [more]

What's going on Sunday? (7)

The above review comes from Martha Wainwright's 1/10 show at Rockwood Music Hall,
the first night of an every-Monday-in-January (except for 1/3) residency at the LES

Anonymous wrote: ^ and it's
horrible.... [more]

venue. The residency continues tonight at Rockwood Music Hall at 9PM (1/17) and on
the following two Mondays (1/24 & 1/31). As the review states above and as Wainwright
stated on her site, the focus of the shows are mostly to work out new material.

4 days of BV-BBG Metal @
SXSW 2011 (full lineups) (18)

I'm not sure if Thomas will be there to play with her again tonight, and I'm not sure if

Anonymous wrote: I hate white
people... [more]

1000s (including Kathleen Hanna)
rally for Planned Parenthood (Mtn
Goats & Nellie McKay performed) - pics & video

I'm not sure if Thomas will be there to play with her again tonight, and I'm not sure if
Martha will be one of Thomas's guests at one of his two upcoming shows at LPR, but I
wouldn't be surprised if she was. Thomas's guests this past week were Sam Amidon,
Glen Hansard, Beth Orton, and as hinted, St. Vincent.

Camera Obscura played the
Brooklyn Flea (videos) (46)
desbloquear telemoveis wrote:
Great Band.... [more]

If you need a double dose of Wainwright this week, you can also check for Martha on
Wednesday, 1/19, at the Living Room when she joins Addie Brownlee as a special
guest in celebration of Dolly Parton. Tickets are still available.
If you need somewhere to go after Martha tonight, the Living Room is also a good option
with Jim Campilongo Electric Trio (with Stephan Crump & Tony Mason) on at 10pm.
Maybe Martha will head there too since Jim happens to also often play in her band. Jim
is also in the midst of his own (very long-running) Monday night residency on the Lower
East Side.

Neko case played 'Upstairs at the
Square' w/ Michael Showalter
(pics), 'leaked' a new Dodos song
(MP3)

Martha Wainwright's full tour schedule and some videos below.
-Martha Wainwright - Factory

Girl Talk played Terminal 5 (pics),
Governors Ball on sale
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